
New "open air" classroom. Actually a
good idea 

Pastor Moses Odokaje receiving a new
multi room "Light a Hut" for boarding
students at the school 
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I am sorry for the delay in getting an update out. It has been an eventful trip just to get here.
 
When Larry Morris and I showed up at the Panama City Airport on Wednesday we discovered a
communications cable along Highway 77 had been cut by construction workers the day before and
was not yet repaired. Things got more complicated as we went along. Below is a sequence of events:

• The counter agent had to call Delta on his cellular phone to check us in. Never had this before
• There was no way to print bag tags so that process had to be done by hand. It went well but it

also meant our bags did not have the standard routing barcode to be scanned in Atlanta. This
meant a person had to actually  read the handwritten tag to actually put the bags on the right
cart to get to our Atlanta to Amsterdam flight. 

• Actually, the very first event on this trip was Delta changing the departure of our flight from
Panama City to 45 minutes later. Additionally, they moved up our departure from Atlanta to
Amsterdam by 10 minutes, which effectively eliminated any layover between flights. The
Amsterdam flight had already begun to board before we landed. 

• We were delayed in leaving Panama City a few more minutes once on the plane. Upon arrival
in Atlanta, we went as fast as we could to the International Concourse F. When we arrived at
the gate, everyone else was already onboard. Five more minutes and we would have missed
the flight. We were the last two to board. Never done this before either. 

• You can now guess that our handwritten bag tags had no chance in to make it on the flight. 
• We arrived in Amsterdam as scheduled and then flew on to Entebbe. When I turned on my

phone, it started receiving messages from KLM that our bags were delayed. We went over to
the delayed bag desk (we were only one there) and the lady checked and said our bags were
still in Atlanta and would come in on the Friday night flight to be delivered on Saturday
morning. We were worried as I had a trunk with several computers (a friend paid extra for me
to take them to some pastors) and Larry had some ophthalmic equipment he could not afford
to lose. God is good, all bags arrived and nothing was missing. 

• But due to the bag issue, we did not get to guest house until nearly 1:00 a.m. and get to bed
until around 2:00 a.m. 

As for ministry, Larry and I left first thing Friday morning and went to Seeta Nazigo. We got to see the
progress in the school there and then Larry and I both spoke in a worship service. They have a
service on Friday afternoon and  on Sunday morning. 

                              



Larry preaching with Moses translating
for him on Friday

Room where several boarding students
sleep. Room was very neat an
organized.


